
 

 

 

    

      

                                       

 
  
         

    
 

 

         
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 2 

Welcome back and a very Happy New 

Year to you all. We hope you have had 

a fantastic Christmas and restful 

break. 

We are pleased to be working with your 

wonderful children again and look 

forward to a successful year in Year 2.  
 

 

Year 2 staff: Mrs Hemming, Mrs LB, Mrs 

Lowe and Mrs Diggle.  

Important Days 
Tuesday & Wednesday 

PE lessons – full kits needed with trainers. 

Gymnastics and Games this half term 
 

Monday 

Homework will be sent out and expected to be 

completed and handed in the following Monday. 

Wednesday 

Spellings 

Maths in the woods - Wellies and coats are 

essential. Thank you! 

Friday 

Mathletics homework set to be completed by 

the following Friday 
 

 

 

 
RE  

Our topic this half-term is ‘The Good News’. This topic is designed to develop the children’s knowledge and understanding of the joy that 

Jesus brings and to reflect on how we can bring joy to others. The children will learn that Jesus brings the good news of God ’s love through 

his miracles and so turns sadness into joy. This topic builds on previous learning in  Year One during the topic ‘Following Jesus’ that 

encouraged the children to reflect on how they can be followers of Jesus. It builds on ‘Miracles’ from which the children learnt that Jesus 

performed miracles to show God’s love and compassion to people. 

 
English 

Over this half-term our reading and writing learning will be based around the story Dumbo. The children will be learning how to write Diary 

entries in the role of Dumbo and his mum. They will write in first person as one of the children Joe or Millie and explain how they are 

feeling. Year 2 will also be learning how to create a formal letter that they will write to Mr Vandevere. We will also be giving the children 

the opportunity to develop their debating skills. We will allow the children to create an argument for and against Dumbo’s participation in 

the circus. Towards the end of this half-term we will be asking the children to plan and write their own short story using elephants as the 

main focus. 

In all our cross curricular writing we will be working hard to use conjunctions, contractions, nouns, adjectives and verbs. We will also be 

looking at how to write in different tenses depending on the purpose of the writing. Year 2 will be learning the difference between a 

statement, command and a question. We will continue to have discrete SPAG lessons that will teach children discrete skills that they will 

then use in their reading and writing.   

All children will continue to have discrete phonics lessons during the week. We will be following the Sounds Write programme. We will also 

be working hard on our inference and fluency in our guided reading sessions. We have set up a new book area within the Year 2 classroom.  
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Mathematics 
This half-term we will be continuing to have a focus on our times tables. We will be working on our 3x and 4x times table. We will also be 

learning the division facts to each times table we look at. The children will be learning how to find 10 more than any given number and also 

comparing numbers using more than, less than and equals to. In our Data Handl ing lessons the children will learn how to construct simple 

tables, tally charts, pictograms and block diagrams. We will move into the playground to complete interactive lessons by learning how to 

move whole, half, quarter and three-quarter turns.  

Towards the end of the half-term we will be looking at the properties of 2D and 3D shapes. We wil l be designing shapes to create an act 

from the circus. We will be going to the woods every Wednesday to take our maths outdoors. There will be a focus of word problems and 

maths challenges in our outdoor lessons.  

Art 
In our Art lessons we will be using inspiration from one of the greats – Andy Warhol. Using Andy Warhol’s repeating designs, we will be 

creating our very own Oscar statue/statuette. Year 2 will be planning their designs first then completing and evaluating them. 

Towards the end of the half-term we will be using inspiration from Salvador Dali – a Spanish artist who was famous for his unusual pieces 

of elephant artwork. The children will be creating their own images and painting them in Dali style!  

 
 

 

 

Computing 
This half term we will be linking our computing to our Hollywood topic. We will teach the children how to green screen themse lves into the 

Hollywood back drop so they become a famous actress/actor. We will also be focussing on mouse control in the suite. Children will be using 

paint to create a scene from the circus and also a back drop to their own Hollywood that they will be creating here at St Joseph’s school! 

 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=st+josephs+catholic+primary+school+wetherby&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=EP1xncioK6CDaM&tbnid=iii5NypzaeJxjM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.stjosephswetherby.com%2Fschool%2Fmission-statement-2%2F&ei=KPMPUbbFOKjT0QXCkoDgDA&bvm=bv.41867550,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNFvlZXysJ4iHscRHH3gUSU8r0bhBA&ust=1360086171760995


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PE 
This half-term the children will have two Total Sports sessions. On a Tuesday the children will be learning new gymnastics skills, focussing on 

flexibility, strength and creating small sequences. On Wednesday, children will be learning new skills in their games lessons. We will be 

learning how to negotiate space, work as a team and learn new tactics for the games we play. We will be encouraging the children to use some 

of their games they learn in PE, to play at break and lunch times with their peers. 

 
 

Science 
Our topic this half-term will be concentrating on animals & their offspring. We will be focusing on the basic needs of what a living thing needs 

to survive. We will be looking at how young animals grow into adults and how they are similar and different, as well as identifying how humans 

resemble their parents in many features. We will be moving around school to search for animals and their young and learn how to use and 

analyse this information when back in class. 

Year 2 will be investigating and describing the basic needs of animals for survival (water, food and air). By looking closely at elephants - linked 

to our class text Dumbo, we will find out what elephants need to survive and how they live in the wild.  

We will be completing a physical Science lesson by engaging in an exercise class outside on the playground – this will be to learn the 

importance of exercise and healthy eating.  

Towards the end of the half-term we will be completing an experiment to learn about hygiene – using hand lotion and lots of glitter!  

In the final week we will be sorting healthy and unhealthy foods into Venn diagrams. 

 

Homework 
As stated in our Homework Policy, children will be sent home with a number of tasks each school week. These tasks will link to their learn ing in 

school and will help the children to revisit the work learned. It will also provide you with an opportunity to see what your child has been 

studying in class. Please see above for the days these will be distributed. 

Reading - The children will have two books sent home every other week. 

Mathletics tasks will be set according to what the children have been learning that week. 

Spellings will be sent home every week for the children to learn. 

The homework policy is available on the school website. 

Topic  
New topic- Hollywood 

Before the holidays the children had a discussion about what they wanted to learn this term. The children came up with some fantastic ideas, 

and lots of great films and books too. We decided that we would go with the topic Hollywood  - with the book choice Dumbo this half-term. 

Throughout this topic we will be looking at the land use around Hollywood and comparing it to the land use around our school. By the end of 

the topic the children will use the skills they have learnt to create their own mini Hollywood on the school grounds. The chi ldren will create a 

map of their Hollywood that they can share with a Year 1 child. We will also be looking at the history of the Oscars. We will look at famous 

actors and actresses and create a timeline throughout the decades of Oscar winners. We are also hoping to get a circus day fo r the children 

in school. The children will learn circus skills, watch a show and hopefully create their own show by the end of the session for parents to 

watch. This will all link in with our book - Dumbo. Throughout this topic we will be having an Oscars reward system - a further letter will be 

sent out to explain this further.   

 

Ways to Help Your Child 
As we learn so much at school, any extra that you can do at home is a bonus. At the same time, we feel that the best help you can give them is 

learning in their natural environment, and giving them experiences that support our learning in each topic. For example, this half term you 

could get your child to create their own map and take you on an adventure following their map- using directions and positional language- you 

could even extend to co-ordinates! You could also take them on a trip to the Science and Media museum in Bradford to see what facts you can 

find out to support our topic! 

 

We would ideally like you to read your school books with your child at least twice a week - focusing on questioning and predictions in what they 

are reading. Please also visit the library so children can challenge themselves in reading new books linked to our topic and what they are 

interested in. Please come and see a member of Year 2 if you would like any support in helping your child at home.  
 

Can you help? If you have any lovely resources for our new topic – Hollywood/Dumbo, we would be very grateful if you could send them in for 

us to use in class. This could be books, toys, pictures, outfits etc. We promise to take good care of them! 

Thank you very much! 

 

PSHE 
Linked to our Science lessons, we will be learning about girls, boys and families in our PSHE lessons. Pupils will learn to u nderstand and 

respect the differences between people and learn about the biological differences between males and females. This links with our Science 

lessons and will explain that females produce their young. We will learn that we are all growing and changing as we get older  and that 

everyone needs to be cared for in a certain way. Finally we will learn that everyone may have a different home life and that we are all special 

in our own ways.  


